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The paper presents a theoretical study of the low-energy dynamics of radiative association processes
in the He++H2 collision system. Formation of the triatomic HeH2

+ ion in its bound rotation-vibration
states on the potential-energy surfaces of the ground and of the first excited electronic states is
investigated. Close-coupling calculations are performed to determine detailed state-to-state
characteristicssbound← free transition rates, radiative and dissociative widths of resonancesd as
well as temperature-average characteristicssrate constants, photon emission spectrad of the two-state
sX←Ad reaction He+s2Sd+H2sX1Sg

+d→HeH2
+sX2A8d+hn and of the single-statesA←Ad reaction

He+s2Sd+H2sX1Sg
+d→HeH2

+sA2A8d+hn. The potential-energy surfaces of theX- and A-electronic
states of HeH2

+ and the dipole moment surfaces determinedab initio in an earlier workfKraemer,
Špirko, and Bludsky, Chem. Phys.276, 225s2002dg are used in the calculations. The rate constants
ksTd as functions of temperature are calculated for the temperature interval 1øTø100 K. The
maximum ksTd values are predicted as 3.3310−15 s−1 cm3 for the X←A reaction and 2.3
310−20 s−1 cm3 for the A←A reaction at temperatures around 2 K. Rotationally predissociating
states of the He+−H2 complex, correlating with they=0, j =2 state of free H2, are found to play a
crucial role in the dynamics of the association reactions at low temperatures; their contribution to the
ksTd function of theX←A reaction atT,30 K is estimated as larger than 80%. The calculated
partial rate constants and emission spectra show that in theX←A reaction the HeH2

+sXd ion is
formed in its highly excited vibrational states. This is in contrast with the vibrational state
population of the ion when formed via thesX←Xd reaction Hes1Sd+H2

+sX2Sg
+d→HeH2

+sX2A8d
+hn. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1924453g

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out previously1,2 that the HeH2
+ ion,

apart from its potential astrophysical relevance, is one of the
simplest examples for which high-level theoretical calcula-
tions can be performed and directly compared with experi-
mentally derived spectroscopic properties, as far as they are
available, and with experimental measurements of its reac-
tive behavior.

Recently, as the first attempt to rigorously calculate the
dynamics of the radiative associationsRAd reaction for a
triatomic system, the reaction

Hes1Sd + H2
+sX2Sg

+d → HeH2
+sX2A8d + hn s1d

was investigated on a highly accurate level of theory and the
results were reported in Ref. 1, hereafter called paper I. Now
we initiate investigations on the same accuracy level of the
dynamics of the radiative processes originating from the col-
lision system He++H2, in other words, of the radiative pro-
cesses starting from the excited electronic state potential of
HeH2

+. First, in the present paper, the two radiative associa-
tion reactions stabilizing the He++H2 system are investi-
gated, especially the reaction

He+s2Sd + H2sX1Sg
+d → HeH2

+sX2A8d + hn, s2d

as well as

He+s2Sd + H2sX1Sg
+d → HeH2

+sA2A8d + hn, s3d

where this latter reaction for the excited state is formally an
analog tos1d, i.e., the reaction product in this case is the
complex He+−H2 in vibration-rotation states lying below the
He++H2 dissociation level of the excited state. Reactions2d,
however, is the main focus of the present study. This type of
reaction has previously been characterized as a two-state pro-
cess and according to experience from earlier calculations for
the simple diatomic HeH+ ion3,4 its reaction rate constant can
be expected to be much larger than those of single-state re-
actionss1d and s3d.

Whereas the above-mentioned reactions are generally
believed to be of minor astrophysical importance, it is the
other radiative process originating from the He++H2 colli-
sion system, the radiative charge transfersRCTd reaction

He+s2Sd + H2sX1Sg
+;y = 0d → Hes1Sd + H2

+sX2Sg
+;y8d,

s4d

which could possibly play a role in astrophysical environ-
ments because it can provide an efficient cooling mechanism
in the primordial gas chemistry. This reaction will be the
subject of a forthcoming paper. For its rigorous state-to-stateadElectronic mail: felicja@phys.uni.torun.pl
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quantum-mechanical treatment a detailed quantitative insight
into reactionss2d and s3d is necessary.

Reactions4d has been studied experimentally by Schauer
et al. using an ion trap technique.5 In order to rationalize the
experimental results for its reaction rate at temperatures be-
low 40 K, the following assumptions about its reaction
mechanism have previously been made.5–7

sid The process is practically entirely driven by radiative
coupling between the lowest excited and the ground
electronic states, whereas nonadiabatic coupling is un-
important.

sii d Complex formation in the excited state, or rather the
formation of rotationally predissociating states does
not have much impact on the rate of the reaction.

siii d The rate of the accompanying RA reaction, Eq.s2d,
which is involves the same collision partners ass4d is
negligibly small.

The radiative mechanism of charge transfer in He++H2 ther-
mal collisions postulated in the first assumption was origi-
nally proposed by Hopper7 who, investigating the ground
and the lowest excited electronic states of the HeH2

+ ion,
found a shallow He+−H2 ion-molecule polarization well on
the potential-energy surface of the first excited electronic
state with a T-shaped geometry. Assumptionssii d and siii d
were implicitly made by Kimura and Lane in their early the-
oretical study6 of RCT reactions4d. Namely, in the simple
reaction model which was adopted in this study no energy
flow to diatomic rotation was possible, neither in the reactant
nor in the product channel, and radiative transitions from the
vibrational continuum of the excited state to all continuum
and bound vibrational states of the ground electronic state
were accounted for by means of the optical potential. The
calculated rate constants, describing the RCT and RA reac-
tions together, appeared reasonably consistent with the val-
ues measured for RCT. This fact was quoted in the discus-
sion of Ref. 5 as supporting the hypothesis that the role of
the complex formation in the RCT reaction is negligible.

Concerning assumptionsid, it is now a well-established
fact that the two lowest electronic states of the HeH2

+ ion are
well separated from each other over the entire range of their
potentials important in low-energy collisions. Only for pro-
cesses at higher collision energies has it been shown that
nonadiabatic couplings between the lowest electronic states
of A8 symmetry become important.8 However, assumptions
sii d and siii d raise some doubts as to their validity, the latter
because RA reactions2d is a two-state process with usually
non-negligible rate constant values, and the former because
there is some evidence that rotational excitation of H2 in
collisions with He+ can play an important role in the low
collision energy regime. The evidence comes mostly from
the investigations of the HeH2

+ ion in its ground electronic
state which have shown that rotation of the H2

+ subunit is a
crucial factor in the dynamics of the system. Numerous cal-
culations of its vibration-rotation energy spectrum have re-
vealed a considerable mixing ofj states of H2

+ within the
ion.1,2,9–12Rotationssand vibrationsd of the H2

+ ions in colli-
sions with He atoms were treated rigorously in our recent
study of RA reactions1d. It was found that the number of

quasibound states that contribute appreciably to the rate con-
stant of this triatomic reaction is considerably increased as
compared to the number of resonances driving the RA pro-
cesses in the diatomic He+H+ and He++H collision
systems.13–15In addition, recent calculations2 of J=0−2qua-
sibound rotation-vibration energy levels of the excited elec-
tronic state of HeH2

+ indicate that the number of resonances
and their role in reactionss2d and s3d may be even larger.

The leading mechanism for the formation of the excited-
state resonances, already predicted in the first qualitative
characterization of the polarization well,7 is a temporary con-
version of kinetic energy of the relative motion in the He+

+H2sy=0,j =0d collision system into rotation of H2, i.e., the
rotational predissociation mechanism. It is quite likely that
these resonances substantially enhance the rate of the RA
reactions at low temperatures. The effect may be comparable
to or even larger than the enhancement caused by shape reso-
nances. If this proves to be true, the implication will be that
the contribution of rotationally predissociating states to the
RCT reaction, which was neglected in the model of Ref. 6,
could be rather large.

The present state-to-state calculations for RA reactions
s2d ands3d provide a sufficiently accurate and reliable quan-
titative basis which allows us to discuss the points mentioned
above. Emphasis is put on investigating the role of rotational
predissociation especially on RA reactions2d. The accompa-
nying study of reactions3d is intended to assist in exhibiting
the most characteristic features of the nuclear dynamics in
the excited and ground electronic states and in resolving the
impact of these features on the rates of radiative transitions
between the states. Information of this kind may be valuable
in the forthcoming attempt to devise a more realistic model
for radiative charge transfer reactions4d. Altogether, the
present study is hoped to contribute to an extension of the
existing theoretical description of the HeH2

+ system.
The electronic structure input needed for studying reac-

tions s1d–s4d, the potential-energy surfaces of the ground and
the first excited electronic states of HeH2

+, the corresponding
dipole moment surfaces, and the transition dipole moment
surface, have been calculated previouslyab initio and are
available in terms of analytic fits.2,16

Throughout the paper, the ground and the first excited
electronic states of HeH2

+ are called theX- and theA state,
respectively. The three RA reactions:s1d, s2d, and s3d, are
referred to asX←X, X←A, and A←A processes, respec-
tively. The symbol HeH2

+sAd is used to denote the He+−H2

complex in its “bound” and quasibound statesfstrictly, the
states below He++H2sy=0,j =0d threshold are electronic
resonancesg. The symbol HeH2

+sXd denotes the ion in its
strulyd bound andspurelyd rovibrational quasibound states.
Occasionally, the HeH2

+sXd ion is viewed as an He−H2
+ com-

plex.

Content of the paper

A detailed overview of the quantum theory of radiative
association in application to atom-diatom systems was given
in paper I. Apart from treating the association as an effect of
weak interaction with the radiation field, three major as-
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sumptions are made in the theory to describe the initial and
final molecular states in the process, all three being well
justified in the energy range of interest here:s1d the nuclear
motion is determined by a single potential-energy surface
sPESd, s2d the initial, scattering states lie sufficiently close to
the lowest atom-diatom dissociation limit of the respective
PES of the triatomic system so that they cannot be affected
by the presence of other fragmentation limits of this PES,
and s3d spin rotation and hyperfine interactions can be ig-
nored. The formulas derived for the rate constant, emission
spectrum, and radiative widths of long-living rotation-
vibration resonances are briefly summarized here in Sec. II in
terms of their application to the He++H2 system. Section III
provides the necessary information on the computational
methodology exploited in realization of the particular tasks
of the present study. The main task, i.e., evaluation of the
rate constants of reactionss2d ands3d, is fully accomplished
by the approach elaborated in paper I. The approach is based
on the standard formulation of close-coupling equations for
an atom–diatom system in a body-fixed reference frame us-
ing adiabaticbasis setsCC-BF-diabaticd. Its effective imple-
mentation relies on the exploitation of algorithms of the gen-
eralized log-derivative method.17 Since the complete
description of this CC-BF-diabatic approach can be found in
Refs. 1 and 18, only some notations and necessary details on
the accuracy controlling parameters used in the present cal-
culations are given here in Sec. III A. An additional task
arises from the need to get an insight into the dynamics of
processess1d–s3d which would permit an analysis of the cal-
culated characteristics. To this end a possibly meaningful la-
beling of terminal states of transitions involved in the pro-
cesses is needed, strictly, of bound and long-living
quasibound states of the HeH2

+sXd and the HeH2
+sAd ions. It is

of crucial importance in the assignment of appropriate quan-
tum numbers, particularly to states of HeH2

+sXd, to have an
adequate measure for the separability of the He–H2 bending
motion from He–H2 sand H–Hd stretching motionssd. A pro-
cedure is developed for this purpose in which use is made of
properties of natural expansions of multimode vibrational
functions.19–21 A description of the assignment procedure is
given in Sec. III B. In Sec. IV, the most important results of
the present close-coupling calculations of theX←A and
A←A RA processes are summarized and discussed. Apart
from the rate constants of the processes in the temperature
range of 1-100 K and exemplary photon emission spectra
salso from theX←X processd, the results presented include
the energies of all bound states of the He+–H2 complex as
well as the energies and widths, nonradiative and radiative,
of quasibound states in the range up to 300 cm−1 above the
He++H2sy=0,j =0d threshold. In Secs. IV A and IV B, a
characterization of the rotation-vibration energy spectrum of
the He+−H2 complex and its comparison with the spectrum
of the charge-transferred complex He−H2

+ are provided. A
detailed analysis of tendenciesspropensity rulesd among
bound← resonance transition ratessradiative widths of reso-
nancesd in the two-state and in the two single-state RA pro-
cesses,s1d and s3d, is presented in Sec. IV C. A comparison
of the temperature-averaged characteristics of the three pro-
cesses, in particular, of the photon emission spectra, is given

in Sec. IV D. Finally, in Sec. V, the overall reliability of the
present results is assessed, answers to the questions posed
above are given, cf. assumptionssii d and siii d, and their sig-
nificance is briefly discussed.

II. AN OUTLINE OF THEORY

A. Radiative association rate constant

We consider a gas mixture of He+ ions and H2 molecules
at thermal equilibrium with temperatureT and concentrate
on the formation of HeH2

+ ions due to spontaneous photon
emission according to the reaction described in Eq.s2d. The
increase of the number density of HeH2

+ ions with time is
proportional to the product of the number densities of the
reactants,

d

dt
nHeH2

+ = knH2
nHe+, s5d

and the proportionality constantk is the association rate con-
stant, wherek is the sum of the rateskI for I =0 and I =1
which describe the association of He+ with para- and ortho-
hydrogen, respectively. EachkI can be resolved further into
partial rates,

kI = o
B

kB
I = o

B
o
y j

kB←y j
I , s6d

wherekB
I gives the efficiency of the formation of the HeH2

+sId
ions in statessd with definite energyEB, andkB←y j

I describes
the situation when also the vibration-rotation energy of H2

reactants is specified as«y j with y and j for the respective
vibrational and rotational quantum numbers;j assumes even
soddd values forI =0s1d. The rate constantkB←y j

I is obtained
as a function ofT by averaging the bound← free transition
rate ]

]ERIsEB;E,y jd over a canonical ensemble. The rate
]

]ERIsEB;E,y jd, related by a simple kinematic factor to the
cross section22 sB←y j

I sEd, cf. paper I, describes the associa-
tion under the conditions that the energy of relative transla-
tional motion of He+ and H2 is specified in addition to the
internal energy«y j so that the total energy of the reactantssin
the center-of-mass systemd is in the rangefE,E+dEg. Thus
we have

kB←y j
I sTd =E PIsE,Td

]RIsEB;E,y jd
]E

dE, s7d

wherePIsE,Td denotes the population of the states with en-
ergy E sper unit volume of the gas and for unit densities of
the reactantsd,

PIsE,Td =
gI

ZsTd
S2p"2

mkBT
D3/2

exps− E/kBTd, s8d

here ZsTd=oy jgjs2j +1dexps−«y j /kBTd with gj =g0= 1
4 for

even j andgj =g1= 3
4 for odd j , m is the reduced mass of the

He++H2 system, andkB is the Boltzmann constant.
Since the total angular momentum is preserved in the

bound states of the HeH2
+ ion and these states possess definite

parity, the bound← free transition rate]
]ERIsEB;E,y jd is re-

solved into contributions of transitions from the continuum
states of the He++H2 system which are also characterized by
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a definite total angular momentum andsspectroscopicd parity
quantum numbers,J and p, respectively. There are three
JBpB←Jp transitions possible to a given bound state of the
ion, i.e.,

]RIsEB;E,y jd
]E

= o
J=JB−1

JB+1

s2J + 1d
]RIsEBJBpB;EJp,y jd

]E
, s9d

with p=pBs−1dJ+JB+1. The rates of the individual transitions
are expressed in terms of partial bound← free transition am-
plitudesTy jl

I sEBJBpB;EJpd,

]RIsEBJBpB;EJp,y jd
]E

=
4

3"4c3sE − EBd3o
l

uTy jl
I sEBJBpB;EJpdu2, s10d

which are reduced matrix elements of the appropriate transi-
tion dipole moment vectorhdq;q=−1,0,1j,

Ty jl
I sEBJBpB;EJpd =

defÎ2JB + 1

2J + 1

3
kEBJBMBpBudquE+JMp,y jl l

CsJ1JB,MqMBd
, s11d

uE+JMp,y jl l denote senergy normalizedd partial scattering
states of the He++H2 system withM being the quantum
number of the projection of the total angular momentum on
the space-fixedsSFd Z axis; the numbers behind the comma
sy jl d characterize the state before scattering,l specifies the
angular momentum of the relative motion, andCs… ,…d de-
notes the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient.c in Eq. s10d denotes
the speed of light.

B. Emission spectrum

The power emitted at temperatureT by the considered
gas, contained in a volumeV, due to RA reactions2d is given
by IsTdnH2

nHe+V. The factorIsTd is the emission intensity
which can be written as the integralIsTd=eIsn ,Tddshnd
with Isn ,Td denoting the spectral density of emission, a
quantity of dimension of power/energy3volume, cf. Ref.
23. Isn ,Td can be resolved into terms which describe the
emission arising from the formation of HeH2

+sI =0d and
HeH2

+sI =1d in different statesB, i.e., I=oIoBIB
I . The term

IB
I sn ,Td is simply related to the bound← free transition rates,

viz.,

IB
I sn,Tddshnd = hnPIsE,Tdo

y j

]RIsEB;E,y jd
]E

dE, s12d

with hn=E−EB.

C. Resonance contribution

Quasibound vibration-rotation states of the He+−H2

complex manifest themselves as sharp structures of the rates
]

]ERIsEBJBpB;EJp,y jd as functions of the energyE. Very
sharp peaks are approximated byd functions,

]RsB;EJp,y jd
]E

<
1

"
GB

raddsE − Eresd
Gy j

Gtot , s13d

whereEres is the resonance energy,Gy j andGB
rad are the reso-

nance partial widths, nonradiative and radiative, respectively,
andGtot=G+Grad with G=oy jGy j andGrad=oBGB

rad. The index

I is omitted and the abbreviationB =
def

sEBJBpBd is used here-
after. The partial radiative widthGB

rad is given by the formula

GB
rad=

4

3"3c3sEres− EBd3uTsB;Rdu2, s14d

where TsB ;Rd represents a bound← resonance transition
amplitude. It is defined analogously toTy jl

I sEBJBpB;EJpd,
i.e., by Eq. s11d in which the partial scattering state atE
=Eres is replaced by an appropriate bound state of energy
close toEres, cf. paper I. The approximation of Eq.s13d leads
to san approximated resolution of the rate constantk into
resonance and background terms,ksTd<kressTd+kbacksTd
with kressTd=oBoRkB←RsTd, and to the following formula24

for the contribution of individualB←R transition:

kB←RsTd =
1

"
PsEres,Tds2J + 1dGB

rad G

Gtot . s15d

The resonance contribution to the emission spectrum
density can be presented in terms of the following averages
in subsequent intervalsfni ,ni +Dng of photon frequency:

Īressni,Dn;Td =
1

Dn
o
B

o
R

nBRkB←RsTdusni + Dn

− nBRdusnBR − nid, s16d

wherenBR=sEres−EBd /h andu is the Heaviside function.

III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

A. Some details on the CC-BF-diabatic approach

The configuration of the nuclear centers in the He++H2

system is described in terms of the Jacobi vectorsr, joining
the H nuclei, andR, pointing from the center of mass of H2

towards the He nucleus, whereas the angle between these
vectors is denoted byu. The motion is described relative to
the BF reference frame with theZ axis directed along the
vectorR. The coupled radial equationssin R= uRu coordinated
for the rovibrational bound and free states of the He++H2

system are constructed using parity-adapted total angular
momentum eigenfunctionsfcf. Eqs.s17d ands18d belowg and
radial functionssin r = ur u coordinated of the rovibrational
states of free H2. The equations in a set for a given pairJ and
p are enumerated by three quantum numbers:y, j , andl, the
latter being the absolute value of the projection of the angu-
lar momentum on theZ axis. The sizeN of the coupled
equation sets is reduced by imposing a limitlmax on thel
number which introduces an extra approximationsCoriolis-
coupling reductiond into the close-coupling approach to
states withJ.lmax. However, as has been demonstrated in
paper I, a sufficiently accurate description of the dynamics of
the He+H2

+ system on the lowest part of theX-state potential
surface was achieved there withlmax=4. There is a good
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reason to expect that the same range ofl values can assure
even a better accuracy in describing the He++H2 system in
the well region of theA-state potential because the aniso-
tropy of the interaction potential is smaller in this case.

The coupled equations for He++H2sId were formulated
in the bases involving 28 rovibrational states of H2: with y
=0, 1, 2, 3 andj =0, 2,…, 12 for I =0 andj =1, 3,…, 13 for
I =1. The radial functions of the states were generated from
an appropriate asymptotic part of theA-state PES. The maxi-
mal l value allowed waslmax=3 in smost ofd the calcula-
tions on evenj states andlmax=4 in the calculations on odd
j states. Thus, the maximal dimension of the coupled equa-
tions wasN=124. The coupled equations were usually inte-
grated within the range of 1–17 Å. The energy range covered
in the calculations extended from 817 cm−1 below up to
300 cm−1 above the lowest, He++H2sy=0,j =0d, dissociation
limit.

B. Assignment of HeH 2
+ states: Applying natural

expansion analysis „NEA…

Within the CC-BF-diabatic approach, the bound-state
functions of HeH2

+ are determined using the following expan-
sions:

CsEBJMp;r,Rd = o
l=lmin

lmax

ClsEBJp;r,R,udQl
JMpsa,b,zd,

s17d

ClsEBJp;r,R,ud =
1

rR
o

y
o

jsøld
Fy jlsEBJp;Rdxy jsrdt jlsud.

s18d

The first expansion describes rotation of the SF reference
frame with respect to the body-fixed one whoseZ axis is
aligned to the vectorR, and Y axis is perpendicular to the
plane of the three nuclei.a, b, andz are Euler angles of the
rotation andQl

JMpsa ,b ,zd is related to Wigner’s rotation ma-
trix DJ,

Ql
JMpsa,b,zd =

defF 2J + 1

16p2s1 + dl0dG1/2

fDMl
J* sa,b,zd

+ ps− 1dlDM−l
J* sa,b,zdg.

The resulting probability distribution among allowedl val-
uesflmin=0s1d for p=1s−1d andlmaxøJg,

rlsEBJpd =
defE

0

`

R2dRE
0

`

r2drE
0

p

sinu du

3uClsEBJp;r,R,udu2, o
l

rl = 1,

provides information about the strength of Coriolis coupling
in a given statesEBJpd. Existence of a maximum inrl that
exceeds 0.5 is a good criterion for using the maximum posi-
tion, denoted byk, as a label of the state. The second expan-
sion, Eq.s18d, gives a diabatic representation of thel com-
ponents of the function of the statesEBJpd in terms of the
matrix elements of the reduced rotation matrixdj, i.e.,

t jlsud =
defÎs2j +1d/2dl,0

j sud, and in terms of the vibrational
functionsxy jsrd of free diatomsH2 or H2

+d. Thus, information
on mixing of y- and j-diatomic states in the statesEBJpd of
the HeH2

+ ion is obtained by inspecting the probability distri-

butions rysEBJpd =
def

o jole uFy jlsEBJp;Rdu2dR and r jsEBJpd,
defined analogously. For all bound states of both HeH2

+sXd
and HeH2

+sAd, the distributionsry reveal maximal population
of the y=0 state, exceeding 90% in most cases. This indi-
cates good separability of ther motion from theu- and R
motions and justifies labeling the states of both ions with the
quantum numberyr =0. For states of HeH2

+sAd, the distribu-
tions r j show also a dominance of onej state of H2. Thus,
the dominantj value, denoted byb, can be used to charac-
terize theu motion in a given statesEBJpd of the HeH2

+sAd
ion and then an appropriate quantum numberyR to label the
R-stretching motion in this state is obtained by counting
nodes in the radial functionFyrbksEBJp;Rd.

Obviously, the diabatic representation used in the calcu-
lations and suitable for assigning the states of HeH2

+sAd can-
not display equally clearly the character of atom-diatom mo-
tion in states of HeH2

+sXd. This is because of the anisotropy
properties of theX-state PES differing substantially from the
properties of theA-state PES. As depicted in Fig. 1, the
bending motion in theX state is governed by the potential
barrier at the perpendicular configuration of the He nucleus
relative to the H–H axis which is ca. 2.3 times higher than
the barrier at the collinear configurations of the three nuclei
in the A state. One thus expects a difference in character of
this motion between states in the energy ranges below and
well above the barrier top. There is certainly a substantialj
mixing in the low-energy range. A sizable coupling with the
stretchingsRd motion can be expected in the intermediate
range, close to the barrier top. Considering a change of the
diabatic representation given by Eq.s18d, it is expedient to
use natural expansions which are known19–21 to provide the
most rigorous characterization of separability ofssquare in-
tegrabled functions in given coordinates. Thus, the functions
ClsEBJp; r ,R,ud are reexpanded in terms of natural orbitals
in all three coordinates:

Clsr,R,ud = o
i

Îai
lhi

lsrdci
lsR,ud and

ci
lsR,ud = o

m

Îcim
l f im

l sRdtim
l sud;

the orbitalshi
lsrd for i =1, 2, … are eigenfunctions of the

density kernelrlsr ,r8d,

rlsr,r8d =
def

rr 8E R2dRE
0

p

sinu du Clsr,R,udClsr8,R,ud

= o
i

hi
lsrdai

lhi
lsr8d,

to the eigenvaluesai
l which satisfy the relationoiai

l=rl. The
orbitals f im

l sRd and tim
l sud for m=1, 2, … come from diago-

nalization of the respective kernelsri
lsR,R8d and ri

lsu ,u8d,
calculated using the functionci

lsR,ud. The common eigen-
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valuescim
l of the two latter kernels satisfyomcim

l =1 for each
i. The numberai

lcim
l times 100% gives the occupancy of the

natural configurationhi
lsrdf im

l sRdtim
l sud in the total function of

the investigated state. The aforementioned good separability
of ther motion fromu- andR motions manifests itself by the
fact that the largest eigenvalueai

l, numbered withi =1, is
close torl. Thus, only the configurations withi =1, ordered
so thatb11ùb12ùb13ù … are chosen for further examina-
tion. The numbers of nodessnr, nR, and nud in the orbitals
forming the most occupied configurationsswith m=1, 2d are
converted to vibrational quantum numbersyr, yR, andyu or b.
Obviously, yr =nr and yR=nR. Two numbers are needed to
distinguish theu orbitals. Namely, for orbitals strongly local-
ized around collinear configurations, being combinations of
several functionst jlsud swith j even or odd forI =0 and 1,
respectivelyd, it is appropriate to defineyu=nu and yu=nu

−1 for l+ I even and odd, respectively. Thenyu+l correlates
with the vibrational number of circular harmonic oscillator
and l corresponds to the vibrational angular momentum.
However, if a given orbital reveals smallj mixing, i.e.,
t1m
l sud<tblsud, then it is most naturally assigned with the

leading j value, i.e., withb=nu+l. There is, of course, a
simple connection between the two numbersyu and b sb
=yu+l andb=yu+l+1 for even and oddl+ I, respectivelyd.
However, by choosing one of the symbols one can indicate
the type ofu motion in a given configuration; whether it is
more like vibrations of a semirigid linear molecule or more
like sadiabatically invariantd rotations of diatom within an
atom–diatom complex of case 2, cf. Ref. 25.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bound states of HeH 2
+
„X…

All 536 bound states of HeH2
+ supported by the PES ofX

state2 were determined in paper I. The states were classified
into 61 rovibrational groups, designated with the quantum
numbersI, p, andk, and with a collective indexfyg for the
three sr ,u ,Rd vibrational modesfTable IsAdg. A closer ex-
amination of the vibrational motion is undertaken in this
work applying the natural expansion analysis of functions of
J=k states from the particularsI ,fyg ,k,pd groups, called

hereafter “vibrational” states. The pattern of the correspond-
ing energy levels with theiryu and yR quantum number as-
signments are displayed in Fig. 2. Details on the natural ex-
pansions of the investigated functions, such as occupancies
of the two leading configurations and numbers of nodes in
their u- and R orbitals, are given in Table II. Some charac-
terization of rotational structure of the few lowestsI
=0,fyg ,k,pd groupssfyg=1−3d is provided in Table III.

As displayed in Fig. 1 forJ=0 and in Fig. 2 for allJ
=k=0−3 bound states of HeH2

+sXd, there is a clear distinc-
tion between the energy level patterns in the ranges below
and above the top of the barrier atu=90°. The patterns forj
even andj odd states are identical in the lower range but
depart from each other above. The spacings between the low-
est levels of the ground stretching statesyR=0d, i.e., syu ,kd
=s0,0d, s0, 1d, s0, 2d, ands2, 0d, are not much different from
those between 00, 11, 22, and 20 levels of semirigid linear
moleculessor case 3 atom–diatom complexes according to
Ref. 25d. Above the barrier in states with an excited stretch-
ing mode, the bending vibrations become more and more
delocalized because the H2

+ subunit of the ion tends to rotate
more freely. In states withyRù3, close to the dissociation
limits of the para- and orthoions, the rotation is essentially
free. These states are marked in Table II.

The results in Table II confirm that in states above the
barrier the separability between the bending and stretching
modes is considerably reduced. The occupancies of the lead-
ing configurations in the functions ofsfyg=3, k=0, 1d states,
with yu=2 or yR=2, drop by about 20% below the occupan-
cies of syu ,yRd=s0,0d, s0, 1d configurations infyg=1, 2
states. This trend is amplified in higher excited statessfyg
=4−7d in which an increasing mixing of mostly two differ-
ent bending-stretching configurations is observed. The mix-
ing is facilitated by the fact that the fundamental bending and
stretching frequencies do not differ much from each other, cf.
Table III.

The general characterization of the higher excited states
given here is actually consistent with what was already noted
in the first calculations9 on rotation-vibration states of
HeH2

+sXd. The present analysis adds to the previous qualita-
tive description a quantitative measure for the size of the

FIG. 1. Left: Cut ofX-state potential
at optimum bond distances re

=1.0981 Å andRe=1.573 Å. Zero of
energy corresponds to the He+H2

+sy
=0,j =0d dissociation threshold. En-
ergy levels of theJ=0 bound state of
HeH2

+sId for I =0 and I =1 are shown
with solid and dashed lines, respec-
tively. For the four lowest levels, the
splitting betweenI =0 andI =1 values
is too small to be visible in the figure
ssee Table II and Fig. 2d. Right: Same
for A-state potentialre=0.7480 Å and
Re=2.387 Å. E=0 corresponds to the
He++H2sy=0,j =0d threshold.
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mixing between the vibrationalsu- andRd modes and reveals
that in several cases the mixing is substantial. Some care has
therefore to be used when attempting to assign rovibrational
states of the HeH2

+sXd ion. Simple extrapolations from the
semirigid-molecule model to the excited states above the bar-
rier may yield meaningless results.

Unlike the question about the separability of vibrational

modes in bound states of HeH2
+sXd, the Coriolis coupling

between differentl components of the states has been dis-
cussed extensively in the previous studies on the ionssee
paper I and references thereind. Examples of effects gener-
ated by this coupling should be noted in Table II, such as the
energy splitting betweene- and f-symmetry states and the
cases of the second most occupied natural configurations oc-

TABLE I. sAd Bound statesB=sfyg ,k,J,pd of the HeH2
+sId ion, I =0, 1, on the PESs of theX- andA-electronic states. Classification into rovibrational groups

sI ,fyg ,k,pd. sBd Count ofJ←J±1, J bound← free transitions involved in theX←A andA←A processes.

sAd I =0 sj evend I =1 sj oddd

p=1 p=−1 p=1 p=−1

X state k=0 1 2 k=1 2 3 k=0 1 2 3 k=1 2 3

No. of states 103 41 16 67 37 4 106 62 16 2 64 16 2
Maxfyga 9 4 2 8 6 1 9 8 2 1 8 2 1
Max Jb 20 16 11 17 13 6 21 16 11 4 16 11 4

A state k=0 1 2 k=1 2 4 k=0 1 2 3 k=1 2 3

No. of states 103 14 29 63 99 5 52 100 6 14 100 6 14
Maxfyga 9 2 3 6 9 1 5 9 1 2 9 1 2
Max Jb 20 11 16 18 22 8 16 21 7 13 21 7 13

sBd TransitionsR,P,Q=J←J−1,J+1,J

X←A

No. of R,P 311 208c 363 156
No. of Q 151c 108 177 82

A←A

No. of R,P 283 328c 339 231
No. of Q 237c 59+102d 167 120

afyg enumerates differentJ=k states among the ones assigned with givenk and p. The enumeration is according to energy of the states, starting fromfyg
=1 for the lowest energy.
bJ value of the highest bound state in thefyg=1 group.
cEnergy threshold of the initial states of these transitions lies at 354.03 cm−1, cf. Table IV. The transitions contribute negligible amounts to the rate constants
at temperatures below 100 K and therefore were not taken into account in the calculations.
dItalic number denotes transitions to bound states of energies above 100 cm−1, omitted in the calculations.

FIG. 2. Energy levels of bound “vibrational” states of
HeH2

+sXd. He+H2
+sy=0,j =0,1,2d thresholds are indi-

cated by tiny dashed-dotted lines. All segments ink
ù1 columns represent two closely spacedse, fd levels.
sFor evenj , the e levels aboveE=0 pertain to quasi-
bound states.d Segments drawn with a dashed line indi-
cate states of predominantlyyu=2 character. Continu-
ous segments denoteyu=0 states. The highest levels in
the k=0, 1 columns, indicated by thinner lines, are la-
beled withb=yu+k+ I. The numberyR is shown only in
cases of good separability betweenR- and u modes
swhen the occupancy of the leading natural configura-
tion in the respective function exceeds 80%, see
Table IId.
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TABLE II. Energies of bound “vibrational” statessI ,fvg ,k,J=k,pd of HeH2
+sXd. AnalysissNEAd of functions of the states: occupancies of two leading natural

configurations insr ,u ,Rd-coordinates and quantum numbersyu and yu assigned to them.yu=0 in all cases. The energies are given in cm−1 relative to the
He+HeH2

+sy=0,j =0d threshold. The dissociation limits ofp=−1 states of He+HeH2
+sX; I =0d and of all He+HeH2

+sX; I =1d states lie at 174.20 cm−1 and 58.22
cm−1, respectively. Forkù1, energies ofp=−1 states are listed inE columns. Energies ofp=1 states are shown relative to theirp=−1 counterparts ine
− f columns. Fork.0, NEA results ofp=−1 states are shown.

I =0 I =1

k fyg E e− f a syuyRdb % syuyRdb % E e− f syuyRdb % syuyRdb %

0 1 −1763.5 s0 0d 100 c −1763.5 s0 0d 100 c

2 −1037.2 s0 1d 99 −1037.2 s0 1d 99
3 −632.4 s2 0d 82 s0 2d 12 −630.3 s2 0d 82 s0 2d 12
4 −518.1 s0 2d 86 s2 1d 14 −517.4 s0 2d 86 s2 1d 13
5 −282.6 s2 1d 71 s0 3d 21 −236.5 s0 3d 60 s2 2d 36
6 −199.2 s0 3d 74 s2 2d 18 −172.7 s2 2d 60 s2 1d 30
7 −98.0 s2 1d 54 s0 4d 36 −38.5 s0*4d 89
8 −51.1 s0*3d 71 s4*1d 17 31.6 s0*5d 74 s2*1d 14
9 −11.0 s0*4d 93 52.8 s0*6d 65 s2*2d 13

1 1 −1123.6 −0.3 s0 0d 99 −1123.7 −0.3 s0 0d 99
2 −538.7 −1.4 s0 1d 95 −541.3 −1.0 s0 1d 94
3 −192.7 −0.2 s0 2d 69 s2 1d 29 −244.0 −0.5 s2 0d 70 s2 2d 28
4 −132.0 −0.0 s2 1d 75 s0 2d 20 −155.4 1.1 s2 1d 74 s0 2d 19
5 32.4 −1.1 s0 3d 90 −56.5 −0.2 s0 3d 57 s2 2d 40
6 131.5 0.0 s0*4d 79 s2 2d 19 −12.8 0.4 s2 2d 56 s4 0d 28
7 155.0 −0.9 s2*3d 60 s2 3d 28 35.3 1.3 s0*3d 92
8 173.0 −0.5 s0*4d 96 57.6 0.4 s0*4d 98

2 1 −511.8 −0.0 s0 0d 80 −510.8 −0.8 s0 0d 85
d s0 1d 17 s0 1d 13
2 −158.6 −0.0 s0 1d 83 s2 2d 12 −107.8 0.0 s0 1d 86
3 16.0 −0.1 s0 2d 73 s2 1d 24
4 99.7 0.0 s2 1d 68 s0 3d 27
5 140.7 0.2 s0 2d 71
d s0 2d 13
6 170.2− 0.2 s0*3d 91

3 1 27.2 −0.0 s0 0d 56 −5.4 0.0 s0 0d 92
d s0 2d 35

aItalic numbers denote quasi-bound states.
bAsterisk marks cases of smallj mixing for which the numberb is better suited:b=yu+k andb=yu+k+1 for even and oddk+ I, respectively.
cThe second configuration is shown only if its occupancy is larger than 10%.
dConfigurations listed in the second lines occur in thel=k−1 components of analyzed functions.

TABLE III. Energies of Jùk levels in selectedsI =0,fyg ,k,pd states of HeH2
+sXd. p=−1 in all k.0 cases.

Parameters of fitting to the polynomialEsJ;kd=E0+BsJ;kd−DsJ;kd2+HsJ;kd3 in sJ;kd =
def

JsJ+1d−k2. Deper-
turbed valuesssee footnotead are givensin the last two linesd for Coriolis coupledsk,fygd=s1,2d and s2, 1d
states. All parameters are in cm−1.

k fyg syuyRd E0 B D104 H106 ba devb

0 1 s0 0d 0.00 4.08 3.74 −0.05 0.00
2 s0 1d 726.29 3.68 2.78 0.72 0.01
3 s2 0d 1131.12 3.88 14.66 −3.38 0.47

1 1 s0 0d 635.80 4.09 5.11 −0.14 0.00
1 2 s0 1d 1222.42 2.38 −59.21 −1415.70 139.0
2 1 s0 0d 1242.82 4.47 179.80 253.83 35.5
1 2 s0 1d 1231.75 3.44 7.80 −1.08 3.13 0.02
2 1 s0 0d 1229.02 3.94 9.09 −0.02 3.13 0.06

aCalculatedEsJd values forJ=2−6 were fitted to eigenvalues of a 232 ssymmetricd matrix having diagonal
elements parametrized asEsJ;k=1d and EsJ;k=2d, respectively, and off-diagonal elements in the form
bÎJsJ+1d−2.
bMean-square deviation between fitted and calculated values ofEsJ;kd for J=k,… ,k+10.
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curring in thel=k−1 components of the analyzed functions.
The example in Table III concerns perturbations in the pro-
gressions of rotational energysJd levels of closef-symmetry
statessk,fygd=s1,2d ands2, 1d. The perturbations are shown
in terms of the anomalous values of the spectroscopic param-
eters which result when each progression is fitted separately
to a polynomial inJsJ+1d−k2. A simple deperturbation pro-
cedure, described in the corresponding footnote, is applied to
this case. Apart from correcting the parameters, it provides
information on the strength of the Coriolis coupling between
the two statessin terms of the parameterbd.

B. Bound states of HeH 2
+
„A…

Altogether 605 bound rovibrational states are found to
be supported by the PES calculated for the excited electronic

A state in Ref. 2; 313 states pertain to HeH2
+sA; I =0d. An

overall classification of the states is presented in Table IsAd
together with that for the ground electronic state. The uni-
form labeling of the rovibrational groups of states in both
electronic statessusing the indexfygd is convenient in orga-
nizing the rate constant calculations. For a more complete
characterization of HeH2

+sAd, the quantum numbersyr, b, and
yR composingfyg are specified in Table IV. The pattern of
energy levels ofJ=k vibrational states is shown in Fig. 3.
Table V lists the spectroscopic constants for some of the
lower statessb,k,yRd and provides an example for Coriolis
coupling in the system.

The pattern ofJ=k energy levels of HeH2
+sAd shown in

Fig. 3 and in Table IV differs qualitatively from that of
HeH2

+sXd particularly in two aspects. First, in theA state a

TABLE IV. Energies ofs“vibrational”d J=k states of HeH2
+sAd below the He++H2sy=0,j =0−2d thresholds. Assignment with quantum numbersb scorrelating

with j number of free H2d and yR. All energies are given relative to the He++H2sy=0,j =0d threshold which lies 74507 cm−1 above He+H2
+sy=0,j =0d

threshold ofX state.j =1, j =2, andj =3 thresholds ofA state lie at 118.37, 354.03, and 704.83 cm−1, respectively.p=−1 parity states withb even are bound
up to thej =2 threshold.b odd states of both parities are bound up to thej =1 threshold. Fork.0, f levels are listed only. Among the boundJ=k states, the
largeste− f energy splitting, −0.3 cm−1, occurs in thesb,k,yRd=s2,1,0d case.

I =0 I =1

b=0 b=2 b=4 b=1 b=3
yR k=0 k=0 k=1 k=2 k=4 k=0 k=1 k=2 k=3

0 −817.0 −55.5a −264.0 −514.1 228.2 −390.5 −744.7 17.4 −214.5
1 −538.4 −22.3 −253.9 −168.1 −461.9 76.0
2 −326.3 152.0 −32.9 −13.6 −245.1
3 −177.2 263.6 126.4 76.7 −90.3
4 −83.2 323.9 232.0 114.9 10.5
5 −31.9 348.4 295.3 69.3
6 −9.1 329.2 99.4
7 −1.1 345.9 113.2
8 353.1 118.2

aIn the classification of Table I, this state belongs to thesk=0,fyg=6d group. Consequentlysb=0, yR=5, 6, 7d states belong to thesk=0, fyg=7, 8, 9d groups.

FIG. 3. Energies ofsyr =0,b,yR,k,J
=kd states of HeH2

+sAd with b=0−3
lying below their respective He+

+H2sy=0,j =bd thresholds, cf. Table
IV. The thresholds are indicated by
dashed-dotted lines. Seven lowestb
=4 levels are also shown in the left
panel. All segments inkù1 columns
represent two closely spacedse, fd lev-
els. In the left panel,e levels between
j =0 and j =2 thresholds and all levels
above j =2 pertain to resonances of
spredominantlyd Feshbach type. In the
right panel, all levels abovej =1
threshold pertain to resonances.
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clear assignment of levels to particularj thresholds is pos-
sible which is due to the fact that the anisotropy of the po-
tential is weaker and that the separations between the thresh-
olds are larger. This justifies categorization of the system as a
case 2 atom–diatom complex according to the classification
given in Ref. 25. Second, levels assigned to a givenj thresh-
old sand to a given stretching stated form a descending se-
quence fork growing from 0 toj , a feature which is known
to be common among nonrigid complexes with T-shaped
equilibrium geometry.

A direct quantitative comparison of some characteristics
of the spectrum of HeH2

+sAd with their HeH2
+sXd analogs fur-

ther demonstrates the basic difference between the two
states. From the numbers in Table V for the spectroscopic
parameterE0 a splitting of 365.25 cm−1 betweensb,k,yRd
=s1,1,0d and s1, 0, 0d states is obtained. Considering this
quantity to be a counterpart of the HeH2

+sXd fundamental
bending frequency of 635.80 cm−1 sTable IIId, then the ratio
of the two numbers can be viewed as a measure for the
smaller anisotropy of theA-state potential. Apart from this,
the shallowness and almost long-range binding character
slarge Re valued of the A-state potential lead to substantial
differences in the spectroscopic parameters such as much
smaller stretching frequencies and rotational constantsB as
listed in Table V. Finally, the values of the parameterb in
Tables III and V show that the strength of the Coriolis cou-
pling in theA state is much smaller compared to the ground
electronic state.

C. Quasibound states of HeH 2
+
„A…

The ranges of continuum energyE which are important
for the association of He+ with H2sId at temperatures below
100 K can be estimated as extending up to 300 cm−1 above
the thresholds He++H2sy=0,j = Id at E=0 cm−1 and E
=118.20 cm−1 for I =0 and I =1, respectively. These ranges
were searched for nonbroadsG,1 cm−1d resonances with
Jø21 andJø22 for I =0 andI =1, respectively. Altogether
198 such resonances are found; 115 of them are quasibound

TABLE V. Energies ofJùk levels in selectedsb,k,yR,pd states of HeH2
+sAd. p=−1 in k.0 cases shown.

Parameters of the fit to the polynomial listed in Table III. Deperturbed values are givensin the last two linesd
for Coriolis coupledsb=2,k=1,yR=0d and sb=k=2,yR=1d states. All parameters are in cm−1

b k yR E0a B D 104 H 106 bb devb,c

0 0 0 −817.03 1.98 3.29 −0.06 0.00
1 278.61 1.74 3.86 0.17 0.09

1 0 0 −508.82 1.85 3.83 −0.19 0.00
1 222.36 1.57 5.32 0.32 0.05

1 1 0 −865.07 2.01 3.35 −0.08 0.00
1 283.04 1.76 3.86 −0.81 0.07

2 0 0 −409.49 1.79 7.76 −3.03 0.02
2 2 0 −899.06 1.96 3.10 −0.06 0.00
2 1 0 −619.95 1.88 20.26 −55.03 8.82
2 2 1 −611.18 1.58 −275.63 −937.16 182.0
2 1 0 −614.25 1.91 3.76 −0.10 0.30 0.39
2 2 1 −616.67 1.72 3.73 −0.12 0.30 0.39

aGiven relative to the He++H2sy=0,j =bd thresholds, see Table IV. Italic numbers are relative to the values in
preceding linessthe stretching frequenciesd.
bSee Table III.
cIn the sb,k,yRd=s2,0,0d case, there are only six boundJ levels.devaccounts only for these levels.

FIG. 4. Quasibound states of HeH2
+sA; I =0d in the range up to 300 cm−1

above the He++H2sy=0,j =0d threshold, cf. Fig. 3. Lower panel: Energies
and dissociative widths of the states. Shown are only states characterized by
G,1 cm−1. The widths are indicated by lengths of the segments; the lengths
are proportional toulog Gu if G.10−5 cm−1. The longest segments represent
widths Gø10−5 cm−1. Full assignment is shown of all states except for the
ones in the leftmost columnssee Table VI foryR and J numbers of these
statesd. Upper panel: Radiative widths of sharpsGø0.1 cm−1d resonances
associated with thej =2 threshold. The widths pertaining toA←A process
are multiplied by 103. Crosses representing widths of the lowest-energy
states from particularsk,yRd groups are joined with solid lines.
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states of HeH2
+sA; I =0d. Energies of these states, the quan-

tum numbersb, k, yR, andJ assigned to them, and the dis-
sociative widthsG are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4.
The widthsG of most of the resonancess80 and 51 forI
=0 and I =1, respectivelyd are found to be smaller than
0.1 cm−1. They are treated as sharp resonances in the calcu-
lations of the rate constants of reactionss2d ands3d and their
radiative widthsGrad are evaluated using Eq.s14d. The mag-
nitudes of the radiative widths and some correlations with
the assignments of the resonances are displayed in the upper
panel of Fig. 4. In Table VI, the characteristics determined of
all 32 A-state resonances in the range below 100 cm−1 are
listed, such as their positionsEres, the widths G, GradsA
←Ad and GradsX←Ad, as well as their complete labeling
with the numbersk, b, yR, andJ sp=1 andyr =0 in all casesd.
Also maximal contributions of the sharp resonances to the
rate constantksTd of X←A process are estimated. For com-
parison, analogous information is provided in Table VII on

selectedX-state resonances extending partly the information
available previously in paper I. Tendencies among rates1

"GB
rad

of individual bound← resonance transitions in reactionss2d
and s3d are illustrated in Fig. 5. More details on the transi-
tions in theX←A process are presented in Table VIII. In
particular, the two main factors that determineGB

rad according
to Eq. s14d are listed: the transition line strengthuTsB ;Rdu2

and the transition energy factorsEres−EBd3, called hereafter
S- andE factor, respectively. Figure 6 provides an illustration
to the discussion of theS factors showing probability densi-
ties which characterize the spatial extent inR- andu coordi-
nates of terminal states in three representativeBsXd←RsAd
transitions. Information on selectedB←R transitions in the
A←A andX←X processes, analogous to that in Table VIII,
is given in Table IX.

The energy-level patterns plotted in Fig. 4 are essentially
consistent with what one would expect from the character-
ization of the bound-state spectrum of HeH2

+sAd given in Sec.

TABLE VI. Energies and widths, dissociative and radiativesall in cm−1d, of the most importantA-state resonancessI =0,p=1d. Maximal contributions of the
resonances to the rate constantksX←Ad as a function of temperature is shownsin s−1 cm3d behind the vertical linesTmax in Kd.

Grad

k fyg sbyRd %a J Eres G

A←A
31011 X←A3106 Tmax

kressTmaxd
X←A31016

0 9 s0 7d 3 0.32 9.7s−2d b

9 4 0.9 0.9
8 s0 6d 6 1.7 0.1
7 s0 5d 97 8 2.16 0.7s−3d 0.20
5 s0 4d 11 11.1 0.1
4 s0 3d 96 13 7.96 1.2s−7d 0.67 0.08 7.6 0.08
4 14 28.0 2.7s−1d
3 s0 2d 98 16 24.65 3.6s−6d 0.90 0.01 23 0.00
3 17 58.5 0.2
2 s0 1d 98 19 50.69 2.3s−6d 1.27 0.00
1 s0 0d 99 21 19.72 ,0c 1.84 0.00
6 s2 0d 57 6 17.61 1.2s−2d 1.13 8.34 17 2.25
6 77 7 42.19 5.8s−2d 0.66 7.79 34 0.60
6 71 8 68.51 7.7s−2d 0.62 6.60 46 0.22

1 2 s2 1d 89 4 5.25 1.7s−2d 1.38 6.18 5.0 7.08
2 86 5 20.66 2.4s−2d 1.32 6.13 20 1.10
2 84 6 39.18 3.0s−2d 1.30 6.22 32 0.47
2 75 7 60.89 3.2s−2d 1.18 6.23 42 0.24
2 70 8 85.95 3.0s−2d 1.09 5.52 53 0.11
2 9 97.2 0.1
1 s2 0d 61 12 1.54 ,0c 0.85 2.61
1 13 44.2 0.2
1 14 89.8 0.2

2 3 s2 2d 94 5 1.68 2.7s−3d 2.45 3.48 1.6 26.55
3 65 6 19.23 3.1s−2d 1.76 6.36 18.0 1.50
3 85 7 38.12 1.8s−3d 2.08 1.95 32 0.18
3 90 8 60.50 8.4s−3d 2.04 1.61 42 0.07
3 91 9 85.34 1.7s−2d 1.90 0.33 52 0.01
2 s2 1d 72 13 33.26 4.7s−2d 1.28 0.11 29 0.02
2 74 14 76.92 8.9s−2d 0.83 0.10 49 0.00
1 s2 0d 93 17 15.52 ,0c 1.07 0.04
1 90 18 77.55 1.3s−02d 0.00 0.02 49 0.00

aOccupancy of the configurationsyr =0,k,b,yRd in the natural expansion of function of the state, see Table VII. In the cases shown, the occupancy is at most
smaller by 2% than the corresponding value ofrl=k; no mixing of vibrationalsr ,u ,Rd modes practically occurs within thel=k component of the function.
bAn empty entry inGrad column means that the resonance was included in the background part of the rate constant for the process indicated.
cThe width is much smaller thanGtot, see Eq.s15d and Sec. IV D
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III B. There are only a fewb=0 states whereas the majority
of states are the rotationally predissociatingb=2 states. Co-
riolis coupling appears to cause the exchange ofJù9 levels
between thes2, 0, 0d and s2, 1, 1d states and similarly ofJ
ù6 levels between thes2, 0, 1d and s2, 1, 2d states. It also

affects the dissociative widths as can be seen from the non-
uniform variation of the widths of thesb=2,k=0,yR=0, 1d
states with increasingJ. Actually, all the predissociation
widths are a combined effect of the potential anisotropy and
the Coriolis interaction. A more detailed, perturbative analy-
sis of these widths will be presented in a future publication.

The present discussion concentrates on the radiative
widths of the quasibound HeH2

+sA; I =0d states. For most of
themGradsX←Ad is in the range of 10−6–10−5 cm−1, with the
maximum value of 8.34310−6 cm−1 for the sb,k,yR,Jd
=s2,0,0,6d state. Looking at theGradsX←Ad results in Table
VI and Fig. 4 one notices that

sid the widths of theb=0 states are at least two orders of
magnitude smaller than the widths of theb=2 states,

sii d b=0 widths decrease rapidly with increasingJ,
siii d for b=2 the change of the widths with increasing

syR,Jd is relatively small for states withk=0, 1 but
becomes considerably larger amongb=k=2 states.
The largestk=2 widths are smaller thank=0 widths.

In contrast, theGradsA←Ad results are about five orders of
magnitude smaller and their correlation with the quantum
numbers differs entirely from the three items specified above
for X←A transitions. First, theGradsA←Ad widths of b=0
states are comparable tob=2 widths. Second, forb=0 the
widths increase withJ and with decreasingyR; for example,
the value fors0, 0, 0, 21d is nearly three times larger than the
value for s0, 0, 3, 13d. Finally, among the statessb
=2,k,yR,Jd which are close in energy and have similarJ
values, the largest widths occur for those withk=2.

A comparison withX-state resonances is also of interest
at this point. The first four examples listed in Table VII,
assigned withk+yu=0, are clearly shape resonances, coun-
terparts of theb=0 quasibound states of HeH2

+sAd. The other
examples may be treated approximately as analogs of the

TABLE VII. SelectedX-state resonancessI =0,p=1d. Shown are energiesEres, widths G and Grad sall cm−1d, maximal contributionskmax=kressTmaxd sin
s−1 cm3d to rate constantksTd of X←X processsTmax in Kd, and results of the natural expansion analysissNEAd of resonance functions.fAnalyzed were
bound-state functions approximating the quasibound ones. The approximation is rather crude in cases withG.0.1 cm−1. Therefore the occupanciesscolumn
10d of the leading natural configurationsscolumn 9d have only qualitative meaning in these casesg.

ka fyga J Eres G Grad31011 Tmax kmax31021 slyuyRd %

0 7 8 15.4 3.4s−01d 4.50 14.0 1.88 s0 0 4d 85
5s6d 11 23.44 2.3s−04d 7.34 18.0 2.02 s0 0 3d 79
3s4d 14 29.10 2.6s−09d 13.99 20.5 3.01 s0 0 2d 74

2 18 83.71 4.7s−10d 12.46 46.0 0.06 s0 0 1d 66
s1 0 1d 18

4s3d 12 10.46 5.0s−12d 7.73 9.9 0.53 s0 2 1d 45
s1 0 1d 23

6s5d 9 14.12 2.1s−03d 4.91 13.0 2.66 s0 0 3d 56
s0 2 1d 17
s1 0 2d 16

1 3 9 27.4 5.5s−01d 4.83 20.0 0.81 s0 0 2d 35
s0 2 4d 14
s1 0 1d 36

2 2 8 29.59 8.4s−03d 2.13 20.7 0.27 s2 0 1d 77
3 2 15.92 2.9s−03d 4.87 14.0 0.57 s2 0 2d 73

aThese are the labels assigned to the states in Ref. 1 by inspecting solely the progressions of energies of bound and quasibound states. In parentheses are the
most obvious changes indicated by NEA of functions of the states; compare columns 9 and 10 with Table II.

FIG. 5. ProbabilitiesGB
rad/Grad of stabilization of a representative quasibound

state of HeH2
+sAd ,R=sI =0,fyg=2,k=1,J=4,p=1d scf. Table VId, in differ-

ent bound statesB=sI =0,fyg ,k,J=3−5d of HeH2
+sXd and HeH2

+sAd. Ener-
gies of B states are shown relative to the dissociation threshold of their
respective electronic state. The probabilities of stabilization ofR in all s17
and 14d statessX;kd with k=0 andk=1, and ins3d statessX; fyg=3,k=1d
are 21.6%, 70.9%, and 64%, respectively. The stabilization probabilities in
s4 and 8d statessA;kd with k=1 and k=2, and in s3d statessA; fyg=1,k
=1d are, respectively, 70.7%, 25.4%, and 70%. Note the big difference be-
tween the probabilities of transitions tosA; fyg=2,k=1,J=3d state and to
fyg=1,J=3, 5 states. The relatively largestS factor of the first transition,
preservingfyg numbers, is damped by its smallE factor, cf. Table IX.
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predissociatingb=2 statessalthough the analogy cannot be
strict because of the sizableu−R mode mixing, as shown in
the last two columnsd. The radiative widths of theX-state
resonances, as describing a single-state process, are much
closer to the widthsGradsA←Ad than to GradsX←Ad. The
widths GradsX←Xd are only slightly larger than the widths
GradsX←Ad. Also, no clear cutoff is seen between the values
for k+yu=0 and fork+yu.0 resonances. However, there are
also some noticeable differences between the radiative
widths of the resonances inX←X and A←A processes.
Namely, the largestGradsX←Xd pertain to shape resonances.
These widths do not behave as monotonically with decreas-
ing yR as the widthsGradsA←Ad of b=0 states.

In order to rationalize the above observations, it is nec-
essary to examine the partial widthsGB

rad of the resonances.
Two examples in Fig. 5 for the probability distributions
GB

rad/Grad illustrate that there is a considerable selectivity
amongR-, P-, and Q transitions to the different statesB
=sX; fyg ,k,Jd or B=sA; fyg ,k,Jd which can stabilize a given
resonanceR=sA; fyg ,k,Jd. In both transitionsA←A and X
←A a strong propensity is observed preserving the numberk
swhich also exists inX←X transitionsd. The propensity is
due to the properties of the dipole vector operators used,1,16

i.e., nonvanishing dipole transition amplitudes can only arise
between components of the states with the samel value.
Transitions changingk are thus only possible if Coriolis mix-

TABLE VIII. Bound←Resonance transitions of largest rates inX←A process. For each transition shown are: assignments of terminal states, energyEres of

initial statesrelative toA state dissociation thresholdd and transition energyEres−EB+74507 =
def

E1/3 sboth in cm−1d, transition line strengthS =
def

uTsB ;Rdu2 sin
Debye2d, andGB

rad in scm−1d. fGB
rad scm−1d /5.3088310−12 gives rate in s−1.g Behind the vertical line listed are: contribution of the transition to total radiative

width of R and total number of transitions contributing toGrad.

Ba R

fyg k J b k yR J Eres E1/3−74 507 S3103 GB
rad3106 GB

rad/Grad3100% Ntrn

7 0 1 2 0 1 0 139.57 233.41 3.37 2.34 33.5 13
6 0 6 2 0 0 7 42.19 141.47 3.26 2.26 29.0 30
4 0 1 2 0 1 0 139.57 650.38 3.00 2.12 30.3 13
3 1 5 2 1 1 4b 5.25 125.03 2.98 2.06 33.4c 41
3 1 6 2 1 1 5 20.66 110.82 2.73 1.88 30.8 37
6 0 5b 2 0 0 6b 17.61 146.87 2.58 1.79 21.4 33
2d 2 6 2 2 2 5b 1.68 57.65 2.02 1.40 40.1 37
4e 0 12 0 0 3 13 7.96 121.13 0.05 0.03 46.0 8

aCorrelations offyg with syu ,yRd are as shown in Table II.
bSee Fig. 5 for full probability distribution in this case, among 41 statesB=sX; fyg ,k,J=3−5d.
cSee Fig. 6 for probability densityrl=ksR,ud pertaining to the state.
dShown as representative of transitions fromsb,k,yRd=s2,2,2d resonances.
eShown as transition from shape resonance of largest strength.

FIG. 6. Probability densitiesrlsEJp;R,ud=er2druClsE,J,p; r ,R,udu2 for the largestl components of terminal states in three representative bound
← resonance transitions inX←A process, cf. Table VIII. Making use of symmetryCls¯p−ud=s−dI+lCls¯ud, the densities are shown only in half of the
range ofu. The contours are shown with a step of 0.05. The integrated valuesrl are 0.59, 0.92, and 0.97 for the upper statesscf. Table VId, and 0.88, 0.90,
and 0.89 for the lower states.
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ing of differentl components in terminal states takes place.
An even stronger selectivity inB←R transitions is associ-
ated withfyg numbers of the states, cf. the caption of Fig. 5.
This selectivity is different in the three processes considered.
The main difference shows up in the transition energy con-
tribution to the rates1"GB

rad. In X←A theseE factors are big
and practically constant, cf. Table VIII. So, they determine
the overall magnitude of the rates but hardly influence any
relations between them which are almost completely deter-
mined by theS factors. In the single-state processes, theE
factors vary by several orders of magnitude and contribute to
relative rates ofB←R transitions as significantly as theS
factors, cf. Table IX and the last paragraph of this subsection.

TheS factors reflect the overlapping between resonance
and bound-state functions, or rather between their respective
l components. There are obviously correlations between this
overlapping of the functions andfyg numbers assigned to
them. In X←A these correlations are quite different from
those in single-state processess1d and s3d because of the
large geometry rearrangement associated withX←A transi-
tions, particularly the big changes in the equilibrium values
of the two atom–diatom coordinates,DRe=0.775 Å and
Due=90°. Due to the large geometry change the ground vi-
brational state functions of the initial and product ions,R
=sA;b=0,k=0,yR=0,Jd and B=sX;yu=0,k=0,yR

B=0,JBd,

overlap very little. But excitations in theR mode ofB states
reduce effectively the displacementDRe. With growing yR

B,
the respective functions extend to increasingly largerR dis-
tances and therefore the chances to overlap with functions of
R states increase. It should be noted here that only ground
vibrationalB states exist withJB high enough to be reached
in transitions fromR states characterized byJ=21−19.
Transitions to vibrationally excited states withyR

B=2 andyR
B

=3 become possible for resonances withJø14 andJø12,
respectively. This explains the observation in itemsii d listed
above. The majority ofR states with excited bending mode
and energies in the range of interest here are characterized by
J,12, cf. Fig. 4. Thus,B states of the most delocalized
functions slargest yR

B, large u−R mode mixingd can be
reached in sk,J±1d← sk,Jd transitions from sb=2,k
=0,1,2,yR,J,12d resonances. In addition to that, a consid-
erable shift towardsu=0, 180° localizations takes place in
the sb=2,k=0,1d resonances, cf. Fig. 6. Both displacements
DRe and Due are thus compensated. This causes the large
increase ofS factors of transitions fromb=2 resonances
compared to transitions fromb=0 resonancesscf. Table
VIII d and explains observationsid. Figure 6 shows also that
the overlap conditions forb=2 resonances deteriorate
slightly whenk increases from 0 to 2, observationsiii d.

In the A←A andX←X processes, the largestS factors

TABLE IX. Selected bound← resonance transitions inA←A andX←X processes. All quantities are as in Table VIII.

B R

b k yR J b k yR J Eres E1/3 S GB
rad31011 GB

rad/Grad3100% Ntrn

0 0 0 20 0 0 0 21 19.72 68.35 3.45s+1d 1.858 100 1
0 0 1 18 0 0 1 19 50.69 50.91 4.51s+1d 0.990 77.8 3
0 0 2 15 0 0 2 16 24.65 35.00 5.86s+1d 0.418 46.7 7
0 0 1 14 0 0 3 13 7.96 201.32 0.11s+0d 0.145 21.8 11

a0 0 3 12 22.29 7.82s+1d 21.7
2 2 1 6 2 2 2 5 1.68 193.10 5.03s−1d 0.604 24.7 24

a2 2 2 4 14.34 3.28s+1d 0.7
2 1 0 5 2 1 1 4 5.25 221.43 2.86s−1d 0.517 37.4b 28

a2 1 1 3 12.31 3.02s+1d 0.7b

c2 1 0 9 2 2 2 8d 60.50 175.78 6.71s−1d 0.607 29.8 20
c2 2 1 8 2 0 0 7 42.19 182.09 2.02s−1d 0.203 31.0 20
2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 139.52 191.41 7.58s−1d 0.886 72.0 11
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 126.46 159.32 1.18s+0d 0.793 32.7 29

fyge k J fyge k J

1 0 20 1 0 21 31.72 154.98 8.96s+0d 5.55 100 1
1 0 17 2 0 18 83.71 636.84 1.65s−1d 7.09 56.7 3

a2 0 17 114.88 1.27s+1d 25.7
1 0 13 4 0 14 29.10 1063.46 2.04s−2d 4.09 29.3 8

a4 0 13 72.64 1.92s+1d 8.8
1 1 10 6 0 11 23.44 734.54 2.37s−2d 1.56 21.3 16

a6 0 10 42.36 3.03s+1d 5.2
f1 0 10 1343.16 2.90s−3d 15.9

aTransition fromR characterized by the largestS factor, shown only when it does not coincide with the transition in the upper line, giving the largestGB
rad

,ES.
bProbability distribution among allNtrn statesB=sA;b,k,yR,Jd is shown in Fig. 5. Note thatsb,k,yRd corresponds tosfyg=yR+1,kd for b=2, k=1, 2 and for
b=k=0, yRø4, cf. Table IV.
cExample of transition changingk number. See Table VI for information onl mixing in R state. A mixing of similar degree, betweenl=2 andl=1
components, occurs inB state.
dThis resonance and the three following examples cannot be stabilized by pure rotational transitions.
efyg=1, 2, 4, 6 correlate withyu=0, yR=0, 1, 2, 3, cf. Table II.
fTransition withDyR=3; striking example of the role ofE factor in determiningGB

rad/Grad.
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pertain to transitions which preserve all vibrational numbers
fyg of the initial statesin addition tok, of coursed. They areP
transitions from the lowestJ resonancessJ.kd atop the par-
ticular sfyg ,kd groups of bound states on the respective PES.
Table IX shows the increaseswith yRd of the factors
SsDfyg=0d of s0,0,yR,J−1d← sb=0,k=0,yR,Jd transitions
in A←A and X←X processes. The increase reflects mostly
the R dependence of the dipole moment vector fields ofA-
and X states.16 The values ofSsDfyg=0d for sb=2,k,yR,Jd
resonances are smaller but remain within the same order of
magnitude as the values forb=0 resonances. Most of the
B←R transitions in the processes change the vibrational
numbers, especiallyyR. Changes ofb or yu sin X←Xd occur
in transitions fromb=2 or yu=2 states labeled withk=0.
From k.0 states, such transitions are possible only because
there are admixtures ofl=0 component.S factors ofDfyg
Þ0 transitions are distinctly smaller than the factors of
Dfyg=0 transitions. ForDb=2 transitions they are very
small, comparable toSsDyR=3d. In general, the decrease of
the transition strengths with growingDyR or DbsDyud is
slightly faster inA←A than inX←X.

Finally, some details on the role ofE factors ofB←R in
the single-state processes are added. InDfyg=0 transitions,
the factors depend on the amount of the released rotational
energy,E=s2BJd3. E factors of transitions changingyR in-
crease approximately likesDE0d3. Thus, even the largest fac-
tors EsDfyg=0d, pertaining to transitions from resonances
with largeJ, are significantly smaller than the factors of pos-
sible DyR.0 transitions from the same resonances. Obvi-
ously, the difference betweenE factors of pure rotational and
srodvibrational transitions becomes larger whenJ is decreas-
ing andDyR is increasingsmore in X←X due to the larger
DE0/B than in A←Ad. The dominance ofEsDyR.0d over
EsDfyg=0d in X←X transitions is so big that it always over-
rides the relations betweenS factors of transitions. Despite
their large strengths, the purely rotational transitions contrib-
ute much smaller amounts to the total widthsGradsX←Xd
than the vibrational transitionsssee examples in Table IXd. In
the A←A process, theE factors have generally smaller im-
pact on the probability distributionsGB

rad/Grad amongB states
available for a givenR state. This is most clearly seen in the
cases of high-J shape resonancesscompare the first four
cases in Table IX with theirX-state counterparts in the lower
part of the tabled. The purely rotational transitions fromJ
=19, 16 resonances dominate over the vibrational transitions
not only in their strengthssSd but also in their ratess,SEd.

D. Rate constants and emission spectra

The resonance parts ofksTd and Isn ,Td for the X←A
andA←A processes, including contributions from the sharp
A-state resonances mentioned above, are evaluated according
to Eqs.s15d ands16d. The factorsG /Gtot, “cutting” the sharp-
est resonances, are used in the same form for both processes,
with Gtot=G+GradsX←Ad+GradsA←Ad. Resonances with
widthsG larger than 0.1 cm−1 are included in the background
contributions to the above quantities. For these background
parts, the transition amplitudesTy jl

I sEBJBpB;EJpd are evalu-
ated at appropriate energy grid points which covers the

ranges 0-300 and 118.20−300 cm−1 for I =0 and I =1, re-
spectively. In these ranges, the possible initialy , j , l states
are y=0, j =0, l =Jsp=1d for I =0, and j =1, l =J±1sp
=1d , l =Jsp=−1d for I =1. All possibleJBpB←Jp transitions
in X←A and A←A processes are counted in Table IsBd.
Among the total number 1556+1866 of these transitions,
nearly one-third could be omitted in the calculations, mainly
because continuump=−1 parity states of He++H2sI =0d are
negligibly populated at temperatures below 100 K.

Results of calculations performed in this work and those
obtained previously in paper I on the temperature-averaged
characteristics of RA processesX←A, A←A, andX←X are
presented in Figs. 7–10 and in Table X. In the three panels of
Fig. 7 the rate constant functionsksTd of these processes are
shown for the temperature range of 1-100 K together with
their para- and orthocomponents and the contributions from
ssharpd resonances. The corresponding emission intensity
functionsIsTd are plotted in Fig. 8. Figure 9 compares at a
selected temperature ofT=20 K the partial ratesksfyg,kd

0

FIG. 7. Rate constantsk of A←A, X←A, andX←X processes at tempera-
tures below 100 K. Shown are also the resolutionsk=k0+k1 and k<kres

+kback. The crosses denote results of calculations in which the five lowest
lying b=2 resonancesscf. Table VId, at Eres=1.7, 5.2, 17.6, 19.2, and
20.7 cm−1, were shifted downsupper crossesd or up by 2 cm−1.
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=
def

oBPsfyg,kdkB
0 for the formation of the product ions in the

rovibrational states belonging to a given groupsI =0,fyg ,kd
and in Fig. 10 for the same temperature the spectra of pho-
tons emitted in the three processes are compared. Table X
finally summarizes in numerical form the results of the
presentksX←Ad andksA←Ad rate constant calculations.

The results display two main differences between the
X←A process and the two single-state processes,X←X and
A←A: First of all Figs. 7 and 8 clearly demonstrate that the
temperature functions of the rate constantksTd and of the
emissivity IsTd are orders of magnitude larger forX←A
compared to the other two reactions. Further, the population
of vibrational states of the product ions and the shape of the
emission spectra are totally different. The order of magnitude
of ksTd in the considered temperature range is mostly deter-
mined by the number and the radiative widths of the reso-

nances in the energy range limited by the Boltzmann factor.
If sharp and nonbroad resonances are counted together, their
total numbers can be estimated to be comparable in theX-
and A statessat least in the energy range up to 175 cm−1

above their dissociation thresholdsd. The radiative widths re-
main thus the main reason for the difference of five or four
orders of magnitude seen in Fig. 7 between the values ofk
for X←A and for the two other processes. The additional
two orders of magnitude in the difference between the emis-
sion intensities seen in Fig. 8 are essentially due to the fact
that the transition energies enter the expression for the inten-
sity to the fourth power. A comparison of the shapes of the
functionsIsTd andksTd shows that they are almost identical
for the two-state process and differ forX←X and less no-
ticeably forA←A. This is obviously a manifestation of the
role of theE factors of the radiative widths discussed in Sec.
IV C. Turning now to the differences in the vibrational-state
populations and the emission spectra, Fig. 9 shows that in the
X←A process the ion is formed in a few highly excited
smost delocalizedd vibrational states, such assfyg ,kd=s2,2d,
s3,1d, s6,0d, s5,0d. A high maximum in the intensity of photon
emission occurs at energies not much largersby about
100 cm−1d than the energy separation between theA- and
X-state dissociation thresholds. Almost no intensity is seen in
Fig. 9 in the photon energy region which would correspond
to the formation of states localized within the collinear wells
of the X-state PES. In theX←X process, however, the situ-
ation is quite the opposite. The ion is formed preferentially in
the low bending and stretching states and therefore almost all
the emission intensity is placed in the region above
500 cm−1. Similar to the situation inX←X is the vibrational-
state distribution of the product ion inA←A. The states of
HeH2

+sAd lying in the lower part of theA-state potential well
are mostly populated. The shift of the maximum population
off the lowest state is only a quantitative difference. The
population of the excited states drops evidently when they
approach the dissociation threshold. This is reflected by the
emission spectrum calculated for theA←A process where

FIG. 8. IntensitiesIsTd of photon emission inA←A, X←A, and X←X
processes at temperatures below 100 K.

FIG. 9. Partial rate constantsoBesfyg,kdkB
0sTd at T=20 K for the formation of

HeH2
+sXd and HeH2

+sAd sopen symbolsd in different groupssI =0,fyg ,k,p
=1d of rovibrational states, cf. Table I. Squares, triangles, and circles are
used fork=0, 1, and 2, respectively. Abscissas of the symbols are the ener-
gies ofJ=k states from the groupssrelative to the dissociation threshold of
the respective electronic state, cf. Tables II and IV.d

FIG. 10. Emission spectra ofX←A, A←A, and X←X processes atT

=20 K. Plotted are the average spectrum densitiesĪsn̄ ,Dn ;Td
= 1

Dnen̄
n̄+DnIsn ,Tddn, with Dn=50 cm−1 for X←A and X←X and Dn

=25 cm−1 for A←A. The corresponding integrated intensitiesIsT=20Kd are
2.0310−33, 4.0310−41, and 3.2310−40 W cm3, see Fig. 8. Photon energy in
theX←A process is shown relative to the energy separation between theA-
andX-state dissociation thresholds which is 74 507 cm−1.
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the intensity turns to be very small on both sides of the
spectrum. The differences discussed here reflect most closely
the differences between individual resonance-bound transi-
tion rates in the processes discussed in Sec. IV C.

There are other features, however, where the two pro-
cesses starting from theA state,X←A and A←A, behave
similarly but differ from theX←X reaction occurring en-
tirely on theX-state potential. Two items are especially dis-
cussed here: the contribution of transitions from sharp reso-
nances to the rate constantksTd and the shape of theksTd
function at low temperatures. The contribution of sharp reso-
nances toksTd ranges forX←A from 86% at the maximum
of the rate constant curve aroundT=2 K to 57% at 100 K
and forA←A it is even larger at the rate constant maximum
with 88% dropping to 44% at 100 K. These contributions are
sensitive mostly to the attributes of the resonances which
depend on the molecular interactions within the initial elec-
tronic state. The dissociative widthsG decide about how
many resonances can be separated from the background and
how accurately this can be done. There is no major differ-
ence between the widths of theX- and A-state shape reso-
nances. The other resonances are, however, definitely
broader in theX state which is due to the stronger coupling
between the bending and stretching modes. It is stated in
Secs. IV A and IV B that theX-state complex belongs to the
higher anisotropy class of atom–diatom complexes than the
A-state complex. The contributions of low-energy resonances
of comparable radiative widths strongly depend on their ac-
tual positions. In the range below 20 cm−1, the maximal con-
tributions of resonances toksTd scale likesEresd−3/2, cf. Table
VI. Discussing the shape of theksTd functions at low tem-
peratures, Fig. 7 shows that theksX←Ad and ksA←Ad
curves are very similar in this temperature range and have
nearly identical sharp maxima at temperatures of,2 K. The
shapes of theksTd functions are extremely sensitive to the
positions of the low-energy resonances. The curvature of the
peak in the individual functionkB←RsTd, cf. Eq. s15d, scales
like sEresd−7/2 sfor low Eresd. The positions of maxima in the
functionsksTd for X←A and A←A are determined by the
energy of one resonancesb,k,yR,Jd=s2,2,2,5d, at 1.7 cm−1.

Four additional resonancess2,1,1,4d, s2,0,0,6d, s2,1,1,5d, and
s2,2,2,6d are also very important at low temperatures as it
follows from the values forkressTmaxd in Table VI. Together
with s2,2,2,5d they make about 90% of the entire resonance
contribution toksX←Ad at temperatures around 20 Ksand
70% at 40 Kd.

V. FINAL REMARKS

The present calculations and the preceding determina-
tions of electronic energy potentials and dipole moment
functions are performed on a highly accurate level ensuring
that the accuracy of the radiative widths of theA-state reso-
nances and hence the overall magnitude ofksTd are reason-
able. Most uncertain in this context is the shape of theksTd
functions forX←A andA←A at low temperatures due to the
fact that the positions of the resonances just above the dis-
sociation threshold are very sensitive to inaccuracies in the
asymptotic regions of the calculated potential surfaces. As
pointed out in Ref. 2, the accuracy of the PES for theA state
is comparable to that for theX state used in paper I. In the
discussion of paper I, near-dissociation vibration-rotation en-
ergy levels of theX state were compared to the energies from
the potential of Ref. 11. The largest differences were found
to be close to 2 cm−1. Using this difference as a maximum
inaccuracy measure of the near-thresholdA-state energies,
test calculations were performed to check how this inaccu-
racy can possibly influence the rate constant behavior as a
function of temperature. The effect on theX←A rate con-
stant curve of shifting the five most influential resonances up
or down by the 2-cm−1 inaccuracy margin is indicated as
crosses in the corresponding panel of Fig. 7. The function
ksTd in the maximum region is thus lowered considerably, by
about 50%. Therefore, in terms of a discussion of the accu-
racy of the present results, the values provided in Table X for
the rate constant below 10 K should be treated with some
caution. However, taking the accuracy limitations of experi-
mental rate constant determinations into account, such an
uncertainty of the theoretical result does not pose a serious

TABLE X. Rate constantsk for X←A and A←A processes, in 10−15 and in 10−20 s−1 cm3, respectively, as
functions of temperatureT, in K.

X←A A←A

T k T k T k T k

1 2.5 16 1.5 1 1.8 16 0.8
2 3.3 18 1.4 2 2.3 18 0.8
3 3.1 20 1.3 3 2.0 20 0.7
4 2.8 25 1.2 4 1.8 25 0.7
5 2.5 30 1.1 5 1.6 30 0.6
6 2.3 40 0.9 6 1.4 40 0.5
7 2.1 50 0.7 7 1.3 50 0.4
8 2.0 60 0.6 8 1.2 60 0.4
9 1.9 70 0.5 9 1.1 70 0.3

10 1.8 80 0.4 10 1.0 80 0.3
12 1.7 90 0.4 12 0.9 90 0.3
14 1.6 100 0.3 14 0.9 100 0.3
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problem. The values ofk at higher temperaturessabove
10 Kd are much less sensitive to small shifts of resonance
energies.

The temperatures for which the experimental values of
the rate constant of RCT reactions4d are provided in Ref. 5
range from 15 to 40 K. For these temperatures the values of
k obtained in this study for RA reactions2d are in the range
of s1.5−0.9d310−15 s−1 cm−3 which means that they are
about 7-10 times smaller than the experimentalksRCTd val-
ues. It actually turns out that subtraction of the presentksRAd
values from the theoretical values of Kimura and Lane for
ksRCTd+ksRAd, see Fig. 4 in Ref. 6, would seemingly im-
prove the consistency of theory with experiment. It is an
essential point in the discussion presented in Sec. IV to dem-
onstrate that rotationally predissociating statessFeshbach
resonancesd play an absolutely crucial role in the dynamics
of RA reactionss2d and s3d at low temperatures. Almost
100% of the entire resonance contributions toksX←Ad come
from these states. This is a strong evidence for the fact that
resonances of this kind have to be taken into account in
modeling RCT reactions4d. This was not possible in Kimura
and Lane’s model. Therefore, calculations based on a more
rigorous model are needed in order to make a reliable theo-
retical simulation of the experimental results of Schaueret
al. for ksRCTd.

Apart from demonstrating the significance of rotational
predissociation in the low-energy dynamics of the radiative
processes in He++H2, the present calculations give the first,
fairly reliable prediction of the rate constant of theX←A RA
reaction.
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